Designed by

MED TWIST Opening Roof / Room

“Six generations of
industry experience”
Features & Benefits
Med Twist offers a complete outdoor room solution
if desired - including outdoor blinds, glass doors,
lighting & heating.
Freestanding or wall fixed configurations available.
Motorised (240v tubular motor) + remote control.
Blades able to rotate through 135o motion.
Unique design allows the blades to remain in
contact with the frame throughout the entire
motion - this eliminates any gaps or water leaks
(also allows the room to be enclosed with glass
doors or PVC blinds and air conditioned if desired)
Down pipes incorporated into posts.
Extruded aluminium frame, blades & gutters superior strength, durability & clean edges (unable
to be achieved with folded or roll formed steel &
Colorbond products)
Adjust the louvres to any position within the 135o
range to allow full or partial sunlight, release heat,
capture cool breezes, or close for full protection.
Choose from 5 stylish powder coat colours durable with superior colour retention.
5 year warranty*

*Conditions apply see Vanguard /Gibus warranty for full details.

specifications

med twist - the complete outdoor room solution.
Introducing The Med Twist - the 1 bioclimatic pergola designed by Gibus.
st

The Med Twist boasts numerous technical innovations including a unique 135o twist motion, which
allows the individual louvre blades to remain in contact with the frame throughout the entire motion.
This eliminates any light gaps, unsightly gutters or water leaks. In addition the down pipes are integrated
into the frame posts allowing water to drain off the blades, into the gutter and out through the posts.

Min Width
Max Width
Min Projection
Max Projection
Height

1 Module
(4 posts)
2,000mm
4,500mm
2,100mm
6,100mm
2,400mm

2 Module
(6 posts)
2,000mm
4,500mm
6,300mm
7,100mm
2,400mm

The Med Twist is available with a range of optional extras including sliding glass doors, outdoor blinds
and three unique configurations of LED lighting. Internal blade insulation can also be added to reduce
the sound of rain on the roof by up to 70%.

Lifestyle solutions
Create a complete outdoor solution by combining
your Med Twist with a complimenting product.
Add:

Unique patented twist motion operates from 0o through to 135o.

Louvre blades always in contact with
the frame - waterproof & airtight.

Flat underside when closed with
no visible gutter.
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*Installation excludes electrical & plumbing costs

Wind & Sun Protection

Privacy

Recommended products:
13.QU - straight drop awnings / outdoor blinds.
Glisse - sliding glass doors.
Lighting - RGB strip or perimeter/blade down lights.
Electric heaters.
Rain sensor.

